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AGENDA 
URA Finance Committee 

January 14, 2021 
3:00 pm – 4:00 pm 

 
 

1. November 12, 2020 Meeting Minutes 

2. North College Community Investment Plan Appropriation Options 

3. Lyric Cinema Café Reimbursement Acceleration 

This meeting will be held digitally via Microsoft Teams. To join this meeting, please use the link 

below: 

31T Uhttps://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-

join/19%3ameeting_ZDM4M2ZlOTEtOGY4My00MmIxLWE3YWItM2ZhZjNmNjNhOTZk%40thread.

v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2247fa2f5f-0d0a-4a68-b431-

6d1a27b66660%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%220fa9b750-1577-4182-9bd5-e34aea8d9a3e%22%7dU31T 

If you are unable to join the video conference call, you may dial +1 970-628-0892 on your 

phone. The conference ID is 934 779 842#. 

Other business: 

 

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZDM4M2ZlOTEtOGY4My00MmIxLWE3YWItM2ZhZjNmNjNhOTZk%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2247fa2f5f-0d0a-4a68-b431-6d1a27b66660%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%220fa9b750-1577-4182-9bd5-e34aea8d9a3e%22%7d
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZDM4M2ZlOTEtOGY4My00MmIxLWE3YWItM2ZhZjNmNjNhOTZk%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2247fa2f5f-0d0a-4a68-b431-6d1a27b66660%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%220fa9b750-1577-4182-9bd5-e34aea8d9a3e%22%7d
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZDM4M2ZlOTEtOGY4My00MmIxLWE3YWItM2ZhZjNmNjNhOTZk%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2247fa2f5f-0d0a-4a68-b431-6d1a27b66660%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%220fa9b750-1577-4182-9bd5-e34aea8d9a3e%22%7d
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZDM4M2ZlOTEtOGY4My00MmIxLWE3YWItM2ZhZjNmNjNhOTZk%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2247fa2f5f-0d0a-4a68-b431-6d1a27b66660%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%220fa9b750-1577-4182-9bd5-e34aea8d9a3e%22%7d
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZDM4M2ZlOTEtOGY4My00MmIxLWE3YWItM2ZhZjNmNjNhOTZk%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%2247fa2f5f-0d0a-4a68-b431-6d1a27b66660%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%220fa9b750-1577-4182-9bd5-e34aea8d9a3e%22%7d
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AGENDA 
URA Finance Committee 

November 12, 2020 
8:30 am – 9:30 am 

 
Meeting started at 8:30am by Chair Troxell  

Present: Joe Wise, Christophe Febvre, Wade Troxell, Ross Cunniff, Ken Summers 

Staff: Darin Atteberry, Josh Birks, Clay Frickey, Travis Storin 

1. Approval of October 8, 2020 Meeting Minutes 

Motion: Ross Cunniff. Second: Joe Wise. Passed 4-0-0 

2. North College Community Investment Plan Finance Options 

Frickey delivered a presentation about the investment plan. He provided a summary of the 
project to date and next steps following this meeting. He then explained the positives and 
negatives of two financing approaches: pay as you go and bonding. He then introduced the 
concept of repayments for the URA’s investment in infrastructure and how the URA can use 
those funds as a revenue source. He then also explained how waiving repayments could also be 
a development incentive. He concluded by asking the Finance Committee their level of support 
for the two finance options and how to handle repayments in the investment plan. 

Birks explained that the purpose of the conversation is not to have a tactical discussion about 
these specific tools. The purpose, rather, is to understand under what conditions should the 
Board consider using these tools and how should we express this in the investment plan. 

Commissioner Cunniff stated a concern with considering bonding right now. For repayments, he 
stated a desire to better understand the specifics of repayments before providing comment. To 
further elaborate on bonding, he stated that he is hearing about potential trend of increasing 
commercial foreclosures. This would impact the property tax revenue of the URA negatively. He 
further stated that he would be more supportive of bonding once the economy rebounds. 

Commissioner Wise stated his preference for pay as you go. He would support bonding for 
projects that would be potentially transformative. He then stated that he would only support  
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bonding with the City’s moral obligation pledge and if the bonds had minimal risk. He the 
explained that bonding is an important financial tool to leave on the table and should be an 
option in the investment plan. For repayments, he requested more specifics on how the 
repayments would work before providing feedback. He stated that he would only support 
waiving repayments in certain cases. 

Commissioner Febvre expressed that he would support bonding if the risk is appropriate. He 
expects Fort Collins to rebound economically so it is important to ensure bonding is an option 
for the URA to explore. One of the issues he noticed the URA is trying to address is 
gentrification and rising property values. The URA tool only works if property values rise. This 
objective then encourages gentrification. He sees waiving repayments as a small way to 
counterbalance the rise in property values. He then asked how we can use the investment plan 
and preserve bonding as an option to address potentially transformative projects the school 
district has been discussing with other partners in the North College plan area. 

Commissioner Summers expressed his support for pay as you go. He then asked how the 
community hub will work. He was wondering if the URA is contemplating issuing bonds without 
development partners on board and a specific development plan in mind. 

Frickey responded by explaining the community hub is a long-term goal. He explained we would 
spend a significant amount of time clarifying exactly what the community hub is and developing 
partnerships to create a successful community hub before issuing and RFP for qualified 
developers to build the community hub. 

Commissioner Summers expressed his thanks for the explanation and then asked if we are 
contemplating issuing bonds without a specific objective or project in mind. He expressed 
concern with issuing bonds without a specific purpose. 

Frickey responded that we would only issue bonds with a specific purpose in mind. He gave an 
example about the stormwater project and how bonds could help bring that project about 
quicker. 

Executive Director Atteberry stated that we are talking about preserving bonding as an option. 
He stated that as City Manager, he would advise the City to preserve bonding as an option and 
thinks the URA should do the same. 

Quander stated that the URA Board would have to decide on bond issuances. This conversation 
is merely about whether we should preserve the bonding tool in the investment plan and under 
what circumstances should we consider issuing bonds. 

Chair Troxell expressed his support for preserving the bonding tool in the investment plan. He 
stated we should evaluate whether we should issue bonds once we have projects in mind. He  
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then informed the Finance Committee about a presentation he heard from the Everritt Real 
Estate school and how they expressed Northern Colorado is in an envious position to recover 
economically. He thought the Board would find the presentation interesting and suggested they 
present to the Board. 

Commissioner Wise agreed with Executive Director Atteberry and Chair Troxell about 
preserving the bonding tool in the investment plan. He clarified that he would not support 
using bonding for a project like stormwater. He views stormwater facilities as being the 
responsibility of the City. He sees the URA’s funding as being supplemental for City 
infrastructure projects. 

Commissioner Cunniff concurred that the City should be the primary funding source for 
infrastructure projects and should issue debt for those projects, not the URA. He also stated 
that issuing bonds as the URA seems iffy with respect to TABOR. 

Frickey summarized the feedback from the committee that staff will incorporate into the final 
investment plan. 

The meeting adjourned at 9:14 AM. 

 



URA FINANCE COMMITTEE 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  

Staff:  Clay Frickey, Redevelopment Program Manager 

Date: January 14, 2021 

SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSION 

North College 2021 Community Investment Plan Appropriation Options 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The URA Board adopted a Community Investment Plan for the North College plan area that will 
provide guidance on the Board’s future investments in the plan area. The Community Investment 
Plan identifies a series of short-term strategies that will help accomplish the goals of the plan. 
The URA Board will need to appropriate funds for these short-term investments. Staff proposes 
two potential ways to appropriate funds and seeks the Finance Committee’s guidance on which 
of these methods the Finance Committee prefers.  

1. Appropriate funds as needed
2. Appropriate funds all at once

GENERAL DIRECTION SOUGHT AND SPECIFIC QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED 

1. Which method of appropriating funds does the Finance Committee support?

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION 

The URA Board adopted the North College Community Investment Plan in November 2020. The 
Community Investment Plan is an outcome of the workshop series convened by URA staff to 
understand how the URA could best support the North College community through the 
investment of incremental tax revenues. This document will guide the URA’s investment in that 
plan area for the duration of the plan area’s life cycle. The Community Investment Plan is 
structured around three outcomes. These outcomes are: 

1. Complete, Vibrant Neighborhood
2. Community Hub
3. Infrastructure Improvements

Each outcome contains strategies that will help achieve each outcome by timeframe. The plan 
identifies short-term investments and strategies that will occur in 2021 and 2022. The short-term 
strategies in the Community Investment Plan are: 



 

Complete, Vibrant Neighborhood 
 

• Cultivate partnerships 
• Small business support 

 
Community Hub 
 

• Community based design process 
 
Infrastructure Improvements 
 

• Continue existing projects 
 
All the short-term strategies in the Community Investment Plan require coordination with other 
partners to be successful. Not all these projects will be ready for action and investment at the 
same time. As such, staff offers two potential approaches to appropriating funds for the 
Community Investment Plan. 
 
Option 1: Appropriate funds as needed 
 
The first option would have the URA Board consider appropriations for different strategies as 
they are ready for action. This allows staff time to build the necessary partnerships before 
appropriating funds. Our appropriations will be more accurate to actual project cost since staff 
will have more coordination opportunities with partnering agencies. This will also give the Board 
additional opportunities to discuss each strategy and appropriation in further detail. An item by 
item, as needed approach to appropriating funds will mean more resolutions for the URA Board 
to adopt. This is less efficient than taking one appropriation to the Board that includes all 
potential activities for the plan area for the year. 
 
Option 2: Appropriate funds all at once 
 
The second option would be for staff to present one appropriation for all anticipated activities for 
the Community Investment Plan for the year. This would result in efficiency, necessitating only 
one action by the URA Board rather than individual agenda items and actions from the Board for 
individual projects. This would also give the Board a good sense of the overall investment made 
by the Board for 2021. In order to put together an accurate appropriation, staff would need 
additional time to collaborate with partners on developing an implementation plan for each 
action item. 



January 14, 2021

North College 2021 Community Investment 
Plan Appropriation Options



Background

• URA adopted North College Community Investment Plan
• Contains short-term strategies
• Need to appropriate funds to accomplish strategies

2



Appropriation Options

1. Appropriate funds as needed
2. Appropriate funds all at once

3



Option 1 – Appropriate Funds As Needed

• Specific appropriations for specific strategies
• Deeper analysis
• More accurate appropriation

• Requires more Board action

4



Option 2 – Appropriate Funds All at Once

• Requires only one Board action
• Good overview of all investments for the year
• Requires more time to prepare

5



Question For the Finance Committee

1. Which method of appropriating funds does the Finance Committee 
support?

6



 

URA FINANCE COMMITTEE 
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY  

 
 
Staff:  Clay Frickey, Redevelopment Program Manager 
 
Date: January 14, 2021 
 
SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSION 
 
Lyric Cinema Café Reimbursement Acceleration 
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
URA staff was approached by Great Western Bank to explore ways to accelerate reimbursement 
for eligible costs for the Lyric. The Lyric has been impacted severely by the COVID-19 
pandemic and is looking for ways to improve their cash flow during the pandemic. Staff has 
prepared three potential ways to accelerate reimbursement to the Lyric for the Finance 
Committee’s consideration: 
 

1. Continue to fulfill Redevelopment Agreement as is. 
2. Remit 100% of tax increment to the Lyric during the pandemic. 
3. Reimburse the Lyric for all eligible costs. 
4. Make one-time acceleration payment. 

 
GENERAL DIRECTION SOUGHT AND SPECIFIC QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED 
 

1. How would the Finance Committee like to proceed with support for the Lyric Cinema 
Café? 

2. Which of the options presented by staff does the Finance Committee prefer? 
3. What additional information would be helpful to bring to the URA Board for discussing 

this item? 
 
 
BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION 
 
The URA and Lyric Cinema Café entered into a Redevelopment Agreement in 2017. The 
Redevelopment Agreement states that the URA will provide up to $252,650 in support for 
eligible costs, equivalent to 50% of the expected tax increment generation from this project. Prior 
to reimbursing the Lyric for eligible costs, the URA will collect the first $43,650 of tax 
increment generation to pay the City for right-of-way acquisition. Based on tax increment 
generated in 2020, the Lyric will have fulfilled its obligation to pay the City $43,650 for its right-
of-way repay obligation. The Lyric will receive $653.41 in tax increment revenue in 2021. This 
leaves a balance of $216,888.62 to be paid to the Lyric. The table below provides an overview of 
the historical payments the URA has remitted to the Lyric. 
 
 



 

Increment 
Year 

Property 
Taxes 

Pre-
Project 
Base 
(per RA) 

Tax 
Increment 

50% 
Payment 

Balance 
Owed to 
City 

Balance 
Owed 
to 
Lyric 

Payment 
Due 

Balance 
Remaining 
to be Paid 
to Lyric 

          $43,650.00      $252,650.00  
2018 $8,708.59  $7,563.00  $1,145.59  $572.80  $43,077.21      $252,077.21  
2019 $42,098.18  $7,563.00  $34,535.18  $17,267.59  $17,267.59      $234,809.62  
2020 $43,405.00  $7,563.00  $35,842.00  $17,921.00  $0.00  $653.41  1/31/2021 $216,888.62  

 
 
A loan officer from Great Western Bank contacted the URA in 2020 inquiring about accelerating 
payments for the Lyric. Normally, the URA would pass incremental tax revenue to the developer 
as the URA receives incremental tax revenues from the County. Theaters have struggled during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. The Lyric has operated at limited capacity or been forced to close 
during the pandemic. This has caused a substantial impact to the Lyric’s cash flow. Accelerating 
payments to the Lyric would provide additional cash flow to the Lyric and help them weather the 
pandemic.   
 
Staff have developed three potential methods of accelerating payments to the Lyric during the 
pandemic should the Finance Committee support accelerated reimbursement. 
 
Option 1: Continue to fulfill Redevelopment Agreement as is. 
 
The default stance would be to fulfill the Redevelopment Agreement as agreed upon by the URA 
and the Lyric. This option would require no action by the Board or modifications to the existing 
Redevelopment Agreement. Pursuing this option would also mean a key cultural use in the North 
College plan area moves through 2021 in a precarious financial situation. 
 
Option 2: Remit 100% of tax increment to the Lyric during the pandemic. 
 
Under this option, the URA would remit 100% of the tax increment to the Lyric while it is 
operating at less than full capacity. The current Redevelopment Agreement indicates that the 
Lyric receives 50% of incremental tax revenues after satisfying its right-of-way repayment to the 
City. For 2021, this would mean remitting an additional $17,921 to the Lyric. This would 
generate additional cash flow for the Lyric while retaining financial flexibility for the URA. It is 
unclear if $17,921 in additional support is enough of a cash infusion to solve the Lyric’s cash 
flow issue. 
 
Option 3: Reimburse the Lyric for all eligible costs. 
 
This option would mean that the URA reimburse the Lyric in total for all eligible construction 
expenses. The remaining balance owed to the Lyric after making normal 2021 payments is 
$216,888.62. The URA has enough cash on hand to make this reimbursement. This would 
provide a significant amount of financial support to the Lyric and free up future revenues for the 
URA to invest in other community priorities. Such a large reimbursement could limit the URA’s 
investment in other priorities in the short term. 
 
Option 4: Make one-time acceleration payment. 



 

 
For Option 4, the URA and Lyric would agree on a one-time acceleration payment that is not the 
full amount of all reimbursable eligible costs. This one-time acceleration payment would fulfill 
the URA’s reimbursement obligations for 2021. For subsequent years, the URA would continue 
to remit 50% of the tax increment generated by the Lyric to the lender in accordance with the 
Redevelopment Agreement. This would provide the Lyric an infusion of cash and retain 
flexibility for the URA to invest in other community priorities. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends exploring Option 4, a one-time acceleration payment based on the short-
term needs of the Lyric. This would allow staff and the Lyric to find an agreeable amount of 
financial support for the Board’s consideration. This also preserves some long-term support for 
the project in the form of ongoing reimbursement from incremental tax revenues. 
 
ATTACHMENTS (numbered Attachment 1, 2, 3,…) 
 

1. Lyric Redevelopment Agreement 

















































January 14, 2021

Lyric Cinema Café Reimbursement 
Acceleration



Background

• Entered into Redevelopment Agreement in 2017
• Lyric heavily impacted by COVID-19
• Bank seeking ways to improve cash flow
• Balance will be $216,888.62 after 1/31/21

2



Summary of Payments to Date

Increment 
Year

Property 
Taxes

Pre-Project 
Base (per RA)

Tax 
Increment

50% 
Payment

Balance 
Owed to City

Balance 
Owed to 

Lyric

Payment 
Due

Balance 
Remaining to 

be Paid to 
Lyric

$43,650.00 $252,650.00 
2018 $8,708.59 $7,563.00 $1,145.59 $572.80 $43,077.21 $252,077.21 
2019 $42,098.18 $7,563.00 $34,535.18 $17,267.59 $17,267.59 $234,809.62 

2020 $43,405.00 $7,563.00 $35,842.00 $17,921.00 $0.00 $653.41 1/31/2021 $216,888.62 
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Options

1. Continue to fulfill Redevelopment Agreement as is.
2. Remit 100% of tax increment to the Lyric during the pandemic.
3. Reimburse the Lyric for all eligible costs.
4. Make one-time acceleration payment.

4



Option 1 - Continue to fulfill 
Redevelopment Agreement as is

• Requires least amount of action
• Honors existing agreement
• Does not provide any assistance to business in need

5



Option 2 - Remit 100% of tax increment 
to the Lyric during the pandemic.

• Provides additional support during pandemic
• Additional $17,921 in 2021

• Minimal impact on URA finances
• Modifies existing Redevelopment Agreement
• Unclear if this meets Lyric’s needs

6



Option 3 - Reimburse the 
Lyric for all eligible costs

• Pays Lyric balance of $216,888.62 in 2021
• Provides significant assistance to Lyric
• Removes long-term financial obligation to URA
• Impacts ability to invest in other priorities

7



Option 4 - Make one-time acceleration payment

• Payment to help weather pandemic
• Continue paying out per Redevelopment Agreement
• Requires coordination with Lyric
• Alters long-term cash flow for Lyric

8



Staff Recommendation

Staff recommends pursuing Option 4, a one-time acceleration 
payment

9



Questions for the Finance Committee

1. How would the Finance Committee like to proceed with support for 
the Lyric Cinema Café?

2. Which of the options presented by staff does the Finance 
Committee prefer?

3. What additional information would be helpful to bring to the URA 
Board for discussing this item?
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